Background: Understanding speech in the presence of background noise often becomes increasingly difficult with age. These age-related speech processing deficits reflect impairments in temporal acuity. Gap detection is a model for temporal acuity in speech processing in which a gap inserted in white noise acts as a cue that attenuates subsequent startle responses. Lesion studies have shown that auditory cortex is necessary for the detection of brief gaps, and auditory cortical neurons respond to the end of the gap with a characteristic burst of spikes called the gap termination response (GTR). However, it remains unknown whether and how the GTR plays a causal role in gap detection. We tested this by optogenetically suppressing the activity of somatostatin-or parvalbumin-expressing inhibitory interneurons, or CaMKII-expressing excitatory neurons, in auditory cortex of behaving mice during specific epochs of a gap detection protocol. Results: Suppressing interneuron activity during the postgap interval enhanced gap detection. Suppressing excitatory cells during this interval attenuated gap detection. Suppressing activity preceding the gap had the opposite behavioral effects, whereas prolonged suppression across both intervals had no effect on gap detection. Conclusions: In addition to confirming cortical involvement, we demonstrate here for the first time a causal relationship between postgap neural activity and perceptual gap detection. Furthermore, our results suggest that gap detection involves an ongoing comparison of pre-and postgap spiking activity. Finally, we propose a simple yet biologically plausible neural circuit that reproduces each of these neural and behavioral results.
Introduction
Understanding speech in noisy environments, such as a crowded restaurant, often becomes increasingly difficult with age. Age-related speech processing deficits can occur even with completely normal audiometric hearing and are instead associated with temporal processing deficits [1, 2] . In contrast to declines in audiometric hearing, which are associated with the peripheral auditory system [3] , age-related temporal processing deficits involve higher-order structures [4] [5] [6] . Lesion studies suggest that auditory cortex is essential for temporal acuity [7] [8] [9] . However, lesions cannot reveal the contributions of specific cortical circuits or cell types, nor can they reveal any of the dynamic processing by which these circuits mediate temporal processing. Moreover, most neurophysiological studies of temporal processing have been only correlative. As a result, the mechanisms underlying temporal processing in cortex are not well understood.
A well-established measure of temporal processing in both humans and animals is gap detection. In this variant of prepulse inhibition, a silent gap is inserted into continuous background noise. The gap acts as a cue that reduces the startle response evoked by a subsequent loud noise burst. Gaps as brief as 2-4 ms measurably attenuate the startle response in species as diverse as mice [7] , zebra finches [10] , and humans [11] . Cortical deactivation studies have shown that auditory cortex is necessary for the detection of brief gaps (%50 ms), but not for long gaps (75-100 ms; [7, 9] ). The duration of the briefest detectable gap is referred to as the minimum gap threshold (MGT). Auditory cortical neurons respond to the end of the gap with a characteristic burst of spikes called the gap termination response (GTR). The cortical GTR has an MGT similar to that of behavioral startle attenuation, and both grow with increasing gap durations [7, 9, 12] . The cortical GTR has therefore been proposed as a neural correlate of brief gap detection [12, 13] .
Demonstrating a causal link between the cortical GTR and perceptual gap detection requires manipulating the GTR itself. The challenge lies in manipulating neural activity only during the brief interval (50 ms) when the GTR occurs, between the gap termination and the onset of the startle stimulus. Here we used optogenetic suppression to specifically manipulate the GTR. We measured gap detection in transgenic mice expressing archaerhodopsin (Arch; [14] ) in one of three different neuronal populations: parvalbumin-expressing (PV) GABAergic interneurons, somatostatin-expressing (SOM) GABAergic interneurons, or CaMKII-expressing pyramidal neurons (PNs). Both PV and SOM interneurons have a predominantly inhibitory role, reducing excitatory PN activity [15] [16] [17] [18] [19] . We predicted that suppressing the activity of these inhibitory cells during the postgap interval would increase the GTR and enhance gap detection. Conversely, we predicted that suppressing CaMKII-expressing pyramidal neurons during the same interval would decrease the GTR and reduce gap detection. We also tested the effects of cortical manipulation during other epochs of the task to determine the specificity with which the GTR is responsible for brief gap detection, and how it interacts with activity during other epochs of the task.
We found that suppressing SOM-or PV-expressing inhibitory interneurons (INs) immediately following brief gaps enhanced gap detection. Suppressing CaMKII-expressing excitatory neurons during this period reduced gap detection. This demonstrates for the first time the functional relationship between cortical GTRs and perceptual gap detection. By contrast, suppression limited to the pregap interval elicited the opposite behavioral effects. Prolonged suppression throughout both pre-and postgap intervals had no effect on gap detection. Taken together, these data indicate that gap detection involves a comparison between pre-and postgap neuronal activity. We illustrate this idea with a simple neural *Correspondence: wehr@uoregon.edu circuit model that implements such a comparison and reproduces our neural and behavioral results.
Results
We tested the ability of mice to detect gaps of 2, 4, 6, 8, 10, 25, and 50 ms embedded in continuous 80 dB white noise. Gap detection was measured by the attenuation of the startle response evoked by a 100 dB burst of noise, presented 50 ms after the gap. On alternating trials, we suppressed the activity of SOM-or PV-expressing inhibitory interneurons or CaMKII-expressing excitatory PNs during (1) the 50 ms interval between gap termination and startle onset, which includes the GTR (''postgap'' suppression); (2) the 940 ms interval preceding gap onset (''pregap'' suppression); or (3) the entire 1,000 ms preceding startle onset (''prolonged'' suppression both before and after the gap). In separate experiments in anesthetized mice, we determined the optimal coordinates for optical fiber placement (see Figure S2 available online), measured the spread of suppression at different laser intensities ( Figure S3 ), and electrophysiologically verified the efficacy of optogenetic suppression. We also verified in awake mice the electrophysiological effects of suppression directly on the GTR ( Figure S4 ). We used two laser intensities: 300 mW/mm 2 , which affected only auditory cortex and provided moderate suppression, and 1,000 mW/mm 2 , which provided more robust suppression in auditory cortex but may have affected adjacent cortical and subcortical regions ( Figure S3 ).
Effects of SOM Interneuron Suppression
Auditory cortex is necessary for brief gap detection, and the amplitude of the cortical GTR is correlated with both detection threshold and the degree of startle attenuation [7, 9, 12] . SOM interneurons are found throughout the depth of cortex and therefore could be highly effective in suppressing auditory cortical activity [20] [21] [22] . We verified that SOM cells expressed Arch ( Figure 1A ), that their laminar distribution was consistent with previous reports ( Figure 1B ; [20] [21] [22] ), and that suppression of SOM cells significantly increased PN spiking activity ( Figure 1C ). If a causal link exists between the GTR and gap perception, we hypothesized that suppression of SOM activity during the postgap interval would increase the GTR and result in greater attenuation of the startle reflex. Consistent with this prediction, suppression during the postgap period significantly attenuated startle responses following gaps % 25 ms, but not gaps of 50 ms ( Figure 1D ). In other words, detection was improved for brief gaps. This effect was more pronounced with the higher laser intensity (1,000 mW/mm 2 ; Figure 1E ). The MGT was 4 ms and was not affected by SOM suppression at either intensity. SOM suppression in the 0 ms gap condition had no effect, indicating a specific effect of suppression on gap detection. Moreover, the laser had no effect in Arch-negative SOM littermate controls ( Figure 1H ).
We next suppressed SOM interneurons during other temporal epochs of the gap detection protocol. Surprisingly, suppressing SOM activity in the pregap period increased startle amplitudes ( Figure 1F ), indicating a decrease in gap detection. Even more interestingly, when we instead suppressed SOM interneurons uniformly across both the pregap and postgap intervals (''prolonged suppression''), there was no effect on startle responses ( Figure 1G ). These two results suggest the existence of a dynamic comparison between pregap and postgap spiking activity.
Effects of PV Interneuron Suppression PV-expressing interneurons also inhibit pyramidal neurons and have distinct neurochemical, morphological, and electrophysiological phenotypes compared to SOM interneurons [22] [23] [24] [25] . We therefore expected that, like SOM interneurons, suppressing this population would improve gap detection. Here, too, our expectations were confirmed, although the effect was less robust. We first verified that PV cells expressed Arch (Figure 2A) , that their laminar distribution was consistent with previous reports ( Figure 2B ; [26] ), and that suppression of PV cells significantly increased PN spiking activity ( Figure 2C ). Postgap suppression of PV cells significantly reduced startle amplitudes following gaps % 10 ms but had no effect for gaps of 25 ms or 50 ms ( Figure 2D ). As with the SOM animals, the effect was more robust with the higher laser intensity (1,000 mW/mm 2 ; Figure 2E ). The MGT was reduced from 4 ms to 2 ms at the higher intensity (df = 179, t = 3.83, p = 0.0002) but was unaffected at the lower intensity.
No significant effect was seen with pregap PV suppression, although as with SOM suppression, the trend was in the direction of increased startle amplitudes ( Figure 2F ). Prolonged PV suppression, in turn, had no effect on gap detection (Figure 2G ). Illumination again had no effect in Arch-negative PV littermate controls ( Figure 2H) .
Finally, to test whether the effects of interneuron suppression were specific to gap detection or more generally affected the gain of startle response circuitry, we measured conventional prepulse inhibition (using white-noise bursts as the prepulses, presented in a silent background). PV and SOM suppression had no effect on prepulse inhibition ( Figure S5 ), indicating that the effects we observed were specific for gap detection.
Effects of CaMKII Pyramidal Neuron Suppression
We verified that CaMKII cells expressed Arch ( Figure 3A) , that their laminar distribution was consistent with previous reports ( Figure 3B ; [27] ), and that suppression of CaMKII cells significantly reduced PN spiking activity ( Figure 3C ). Suppressing SOM or PV inhibitory neurons during the postgap interval improved gap detection. We predicted that suppressing pyramidal neurons during this interval would have the opposite effect. Indeed, postgap suppression of CaMKII neurons following gaps % 10 ms significantly reduced startle attenuation (i.e., impaired gap detection; Figure 3D ). No effects were seen following gaps of 25 ms or 50 ms. The effect was more pronounced with the higher laser intensity (1,000 mW/mm 2 ; Figure 3E ). The MGT of 4 ms was not affected at either intensity. Conversely, suppressing CaMKII neurons during the pregap interval decreased startle amplitudes ( Figure 3F ), indicating improved gap detection. Prolonged suppression again produced no effect ( Figure 3G ). Laser illumination had no effect on Arch-negative CaMKII littermate controls ( Figure 3H ).
A Circuit Model for Gap Detection
We found that increasing or decreasing the activity of pyramidal neurons during either the pregap or postgap periods caused opposing effects on gap detection, whereas prolonged suppression throughout the pre-and postgap period had no effect. This suggests the existence of a process that compares postgap activity to pregap activity. One simple yet biologically plausible mechanism that could perform such a comparison is a circuit that subtracts the recent history of PNs. Inhibitory interneurons would be well suited to this operation, but other forms of adaptation (such as synaptic depression) could perform similar operations. To test whether such a mechanism could account for our results, we constructed a simple neural model that is schematized in Figure 4A (inset). Sound input is passed sequentially through two PNs; at each step, an inhibitory interneuron (shown in red) computes a running average of its recent input and provides subtractive inhibition. This circuit motif produced GTRs that depended on gap duration ( Figure 4A , black lines). The final PN output proportionally reduced startle responses, so that the model simulated gap detection with the same units (% startle amplitude) as our behavioral data. The model accurately captured how startle amplitude is progressively decreased by longer gaps ( Figure 4B , black points).
We simulated optogenetic suppression of PNs as a subtractive term indicated by green shaded regions in Figures 4A, 4C , and 4E. Postgap suppression reduced the GTR ( Figure 4A , green lines), producing a gap detection deficit (i.e., increased startle amplitude; green symbols in Figure 4B ). This qualitatively matches the gap detection deficit that was caused by suppressing PNs in mice ( Figures 3D and 3E ). When we instead applied PN suppression to the pregap period, the GTR was actually enhanced, as shown by the green lines in Figure 4C . This enhancement can be thought of as a type of rebound from inhibition. When pregap PN activity is optogenetically reduced, the amount of inhibition is also reduced. This inhibition remains reduced during the postgap period, because the weighted running average continues to be affected by pregap PN activity. This reduced inhibition increases postgap PN . Bottom: same data, shown as mean firing rate (black, ''laser off''; green, ''laser on''; 5 ms bins). Suppressing SOM interneurons caused a significant increase in driven (0 to 100 ms) and spontaneous (2100 to 0 ms) spiking activity. Efficacy was verified in four mice. Suppressing SOM interneurons (300 mW/mm 2 ) significantly increased sound-evoked spiking activity for 9 of 23 recordings (39%), 4 of which also showed a significant increase in spontaneous activity. Interestingly, most of these effects were seen in the subgranular layers: 75% of multiunit sites deeper than 500 mm showed significant effects of laser illumination. activity and enhances gap detection performance ( Figure 4D ), which matches the results in mice ( Figure 3F ). Finally, we simulated prolonged suppression throughout the pre-and postgap periods ( Figure 4E ). Here, suppression had no effect on PN responses or simulated gap detection behavior ( Figure 4F) , similar to what we observed in mice ( Figure 3G ). This makes sense, because the gap detection circuit motif is sensitive only to changes in activity. Prolonged optogenetic suppression merely adds a constant offset to activity in the circuit, which is removed by the inhibitory interneurons, producing no net effect. This pattern of results was qualitatively unchanged across a wide range of model parameters, and even different model architectures (see Supplemental Experimental Procedures), as long as the circuit included an inhibitory interneuron sensitive to recent history. These results suggest that this simple and biologically plausible circuit motif could explain the opposing effects caused by suppressing PNs during different task epochs.
The same circuit model also accounted for the effects of suppressing inhibitory interneurons ( Figure 5 ). Here, we simulated suppression of SOM or PV cells by applying a subtractive term to the second interneuron (red cell in Figure 5A , inset). This produced the opposite pattern of results as suppressing PNs: suppressing INs during the postgap period enhanced the PN GTR ( Figure 5A ), thereby enhancing gap detection (i.e., reducing startle amplitudes; Figure 5B ). This makes sense, because removing inhibition during the postgap interval should directly increase the strength of the GTR. Suppressing INs during the pregap period decreased the PN GTR ( Figure 5C ) and thereby decreased gap detection (Figure 5D) effect on PN activity or behavioral output, for the same reason that prolonged suppression of PNs has no effect in the change-detection circuit. If INs mediate the comparison that subserves gap detection, as we propose, why then does suppressing them not eliminate gap detection? Although complete suppression (as with a lesion) would indeed eliminate gap detection according to our model, our partial optogenetic suppression instead affects the gain of cortical responses while still allowing residual IN function to mediate the subtractive comparison. Alternatively, the comparison could be mediated by another form of adaptation, such as synaptic depression.
Discussion
Gap detection is a measure of auditory temporal acuity and a model for speech perception. Detection of brief gaps, which are analogous to the dips in spectrotemporal energy occurring within and between phonemes in speech, is cortically dependent, although the mechanisms underlying this process have remained unclear. Here we provide evidence suggesting a causal link between the cortical GTR and perceptual gap detection. By optogenetically manipulating neural activity specifically during the interval containing the GTR, we altered the gap-induced attenuation of startle responses. Suppressing cortical pyramidal neuron activity reduced perceptual gap detection, whereas suppressing cortical PV or SOM inhibitory interneurons enhanced gap detection. Suppression had no effect on prepulse inhibition, indicating that the effects we observed were specific for gap detection. In general, manipulating cortical activity affected the degree of startle attenuation without affecting the MGT, suggesting that cortical manipulation affects gap salience rather than temporal acuity (although PV suppression at higher intensities did reduce the MGT). Furthermore, by suppressing activity before the gap, directly after the gap, or both, we demonstrate that gap perception involves a comparison between pre-and postgap neuronal activity. These results are summarized in Table 1 . Finally, we show that a simple yet biologically plausible neural model implementing such a comparison can reproduce these results. These findings illustrate how shifts in the balance of cortical activity directly impact auditory processes that may be involved in speech perception.
Importantly, our experimental design rules out the possibility of nonspecific suppression effects, or that laser illumination acted as a visual cue. Because of the temporal precision with which we could suppress neural activity, we were able to show distinct and opposing effects of neural suppression before and after the gap, as well as the null effect of suppressing activity across both intervals. Furthermore, we saw these effects at 300 mW/mm 2 , for which suppression was restricted to auditory cortex. This spatial and temporal specificity of suppression supports a causal role of the GTR in auditory cortex for gap detection. We can rule out the possibility that the laser acted as a visual cue by two observations. First, we saw no effect of light delivery in control animals (littermates not expressing Arch). Second, there was no effect of laser for a gap of 0 ms (i.e., no gap). Suppression only affected behavior when coupled with the presentation of a gap, and therefore did not modify startle responses in and of itself. The effect of suppression was modest (7%-10% at 300 mW/mm 2 ; 10%-16% at 1,000 mW/mm 2 ) but was within the range reported for other paradigms that measure effects on startle response (e.g., [28] (E and F) Prolonged suppression applied during the entire pre-and postgap period had no effect on PN responses (E) or gap detection performance (F).
In auditory cortex, transient onset responses can distinguish between similar sounds such as phonemes [29] [30] [31] [32] [33] . Onset responses following gaps in noise (i.e., GTRs) increase with gap duration [12] . This scaling of response amplitude may provide one of the critical cues for accurate perception of phonemes and other sounds. Our results support this idea. By increasing or decreasing the GTR, we evoked startle responses characteristic of shorter or longer gaps, respectively. For example, startles elicited by a 4 ms gap during SOM suppression were comparable to startles elicited by an 8 ms gap in control conditions. These results not only indicate a change in gap perception but also demonstrate how the GTR encodes the temporal properties of auditory events. This has important implications for age-related hearing loss, since both PV and SOM inhibition decline with age [34] [35] [36] [37] . The loss of inhibition with age not only may generally disrupt temporal processing but may specifically shift perception (such that an 8 ms gap, for example, is perceived as a 4 ms gap). This could cause misclassification of phonemes that are distinguished by parametric variation in temporal structure, such as voice-onset time. Since both onset and offset responses in auditory cortex are frequency tuned [38] , it will be interesting to see whether the results that we obtained using gaps in broadband noise also generalize to tones of a specific frequency.
Although our data support a role for auditory cortex in brief gap detection, the effects we observed for PN suppression during the postgap interval ( Figure 3D ) were modest compared with those obtained using conventional lesion techniques [7] [8] [9] . The most likely explanation for this is that our CaMKIIArch optogenetic system suppressed spiking by between 8%-73% ( Figure S3 ), depending on the distance from the fiber tip, at a laser intensity of 300 mW/mm 2 . Therefore, the GTR was not completely silenced in our experiments but rather was reduced in amplitude, resulting in incomplete disruption of gap detection. The greater neural and behavioral suppression seen with 1,000 mW/mm 2 ( Figures 3E and S3B ) supports this explanation. Lesion and inactivation studies have shown that auditory cortex is necessary for detection of brief (%50 ms) gaps, but not longer gaps, indicating that noncortical brain regions can mediate longer gap detection [7] [8] [9] . By demonstrating that our manipulation affected responses only to brief gaps (%25 ms), but not longer gaps (50 ms), our data confirm cortical involvement in processing these brief events.
How might auditory cortex mediate these effects on gap detection? Startle responses are mediated by a brainstem circuit in which the cochlear nucleus projects to motor neurons via the nucleus reticularis pontis caudalis (PnC; [39] ). Prepulse inhibition, such as that involved with our gap detection task, is thought to act via a circuit from the inferior colliculus (IC) to the superior colliculus (SC) to the cholinergic pedunculopontine tegmental area (PPTg), which suppresses premotor activity in the PnC [40] . Layer 5 neurons in auditory cortex project to IC, SC, and the PPTg [40] , and these corticofugal projections would therefore be well suited to mediating cortical effects on gap detection. One might ask why there should be a role for auditory cortex in gap detection, given that IC neurons also have GTRs and are directly involved in the prepulse inhibition circuit. We speculate that auditory cortex may provide the ability to associate gaps or other temporally structured sounds (such as phonemes) with meaning, and that associative learning in auditory cortex may be able to impact behavioral output by means of its corticofugal projections to IC, SC, PPTg, and related structures.
One of the unexpected findings of our study was the evidence of active comparison of pre-and postgap activity in gap detection. It seems likely that this is mediated by some form of adaptation, which strongly shapes cortical responses to auditory events [41] [42] [43] [44] . We illustrated how this could work using a simple neural circuit model in which the recent history of pyramidal neurons is subtracted by inhibitory neurons, although other forms of adaptation (such as synaptic depression) could also perform similar operations. This circuit motif qualitatively reproduced both the basic properties of gap detection and the opposing effects of our optogenetic manipulations of the circuit. This qualitative agreement suggests that gap detection indeed involves a comparison mechanism, but it should be noted that there are some quantitative differences between behavioral and model performance (e.g., between Figures 1D-1E and 5B), which suggests that additional mechanisms must be at play. While cortical circuits are undoubtedly more complex than our model, our results provide a plausible biological mechanism for performing a comparison of spiking activity between pre-and postgap periods. The model also makes testable predictions about the gap response properties of pyramidal and inhibitory neurons at different positions in the circuit. It will be of great interest to test these predictions by recording from these cell types in auditory cortex during optogenetic manipulation of gap detection behavior.
We found that reducing inhibition led to an increase in PN GTR amplitude ( Figures 1C and 2C) , which improved gap detection ( Figures 1D, 1E, 2D , and 2E). However, it is still unclear whether the critical effect of reducing inhibition is to increase PN firing rate (i.e., a gain change), to alter the temporal structure of PN responses, or both. In light of the known roles of interneurons in controlling the timing of PN spiking activity [24, 44, 45] , it will be interesting to examine how INs shape the temporal dynamics of PN gap responses and how perceptual gap detection depends on that temporal structure.
Experimental Procedures Animals
All procedures were performed in strict accordance with National Institutes of Health guidelines, as approved by the University of Oregon Institutional Animal Care and Use Committee. See Supplemental Experimental Procedures for detailed surgical procedures.
We measured gap detection behavior in heterozygous offspring (both males and females) of crosses between a cre-dependent Arch line, CAGArch-eGFP, and two interneuron lines, Pvalb-IRES-Cre (''PV,'' n = 5) and SOM-IRES-Cre (''SOM,'' n = 9). We also measured behavior in mice expressing Arch in pyramidal neurons by crossing a CaMKII-tTA line (''CaMKII,'' n = 6) to a tTA-dependent Arch line, which we report here for the first time. The generation of the line is described in Supplemental Experimental Procedures (''tetO-ArchT2 Generation''). Arch-negative littermates were used as behavioral controls (PV, n = 2; SOM, n = 3; CaMKII, n = 2). Data were collected from a total of 70 mice, including those used in additional electrophysiological and anatomical expression experiments detailed below and in Supplemental Information. Mean 6 SE age was 10 6 0.3 weeks, well under the age at which C57BL/6J mice become susceptible to agerelated hearing loss [46] .
Behavioral Experiments
Fiber Implantation All mice assessed for gap detection were chronically implanted with a pair of 200 mm optic fibers bilaterally targeting primary auditory cortex using coordinates derived from cortical mapping experiments (see Supplemental Information sections ''Fiber Implantation'' and ''Fiber Coordinate Mapping'' and Figure S2 for details).
Data Acquisition and Stimuli
All behavioral data were collected in a sound-attenuating chamber. Sounds were delivered from a free-field speaker facing the animal's right ear. Mice were loosely restrained in a plastic tube with a flat base. To measure startle responses, movement signals from a piezo transducer beneath the tube were amplified 2003 and digitized at 10 kHz. White noise served as both the continuous background (80 dB sound pressure level [SPL] ) and startle stimulus (25 ms burst, 100 dB SPL). Startle stimuli were separated by a random intertrial interval of 15 6 5 s. Gaps in the continuous background noise preceded the startle stimulus, separated by a 50 ms interstimulus interval. Gap detection was assessed for gaps of 0, 2, 4, 6, 8, 10, 25, and 50 ms. Optogenetic suppression of neural activity was applied on alternating trials.
We used three different optogenetic suppression protocols. ''Postgap'' suppression targeted the interval between gap offset and startle stimulus onset (see Figure 1D ). ''Pregap'' suppression began 1,000 ms prior to startle onset and terminated with gap onset (see Figure 1F ). ''Prolonged'' suppression began 1,000 ms prior to, and terminated with, startle onset, resulting in suppression during both ''pregap'' and ''postgap'' intervals (see Figure 1G ). The light intensity was 300 mW/mm 2 at the fiber tip (i.e., 9.4 mW of total power through each 200 mm fiber), except where use of the alternative higher intensity of 1,000 mW/mm 2 is indicated (31.4 mW total power). Analysis We quantified startle amplitudes by integrating the rectified piezo signal within a 100 ms window following startle onset. Startle amplitudes were normalized within sessions to the mean laser ''off'' 0 ms gap startle amplitude. Our goal in these experiments was to ascertain whether the suppression of neural activity altered gap attenuation of startle responses. Therefore, only data from sessions with a significant (paired t test, p < 0.05) attenuation of startle responses between the 0 ms and the longest ''laser off'' gaps (10, 25, or 50 ms) were included in the group analyses. Data were collected from multiple sessions across days for each mouse. All comparisons were performed using data from individual trials. Repeated-measures ANOVAs were performed to identify group differences and interactions by gap duration. t tests were performed to assess differences in startle amplitude both between and within gaps. A Bonferroni correction for multiple comparisons was applied for MGT tests, resulting in a minimum significance threshold of p < 0.01. MGTs were determined by comparing gaps of 2-10 ms with 0 ms gap presentations separately for ''laser on'' and ''laser off'' trials and were defined as the shortest gap duration eliciting a significant reduction in startle amplitude. Note that gaps below the MGT were unaffected by suppression, whereas detection of gaps longer than the MGT was typically affected by suppression. A significant effect of suppression can therefore be indicated by either an ANOVA interaction or a main effect. Startle response amplitudes were not normally distributed (Lilliefors test), but we note that the ANOVA is very robust to deviations from normality [47] , and also that our pattern of results was very similar when we used nonparametric tests (see Table S1 ).
Electrophysiological Experiments
We performed four types of electrophysiological experiments. First, we determined the optimal fiber coordinates for delivering light to the auditory cortex of C57BL/6 mice (see Supplemental Results section ''Fiber Coordinate Mapping'' and Figure S2 ). Second, we confirmed that Arch activation had the expected effect on neural activity in auditory cortex in the three lines used in the behavioral experiments (see Supplemental Experimental Procedures section ''Electrophysiological Verification''). Third, we determined the working range of light power for suppressing activity in auditory cortex, using optical fibers implanted as in our behavioral animals (see Supplemental Results section ''Light Intensity Mapping'' and Figure S3 ). Fourth, we demonstrated that optogenetic suppression of neural activity significantly affects the amplitude of the GTR (see Supplemental Results section ''GTR Manipulation'' and Figure S4 ).
Circuit Model
We implemented a simple circuit model that qualitatively captured the structure of our results. The model ( Figure 4A , inset) consisted of a sound envelope, which served as input to a pyramidal (excitatory) neuron (PN) and an inhibitory interneuron (IN). The inhibitory neuron integrated its input with an exponentially weighted time window. The PN integrated the sound input and subtractive inhibition [41] . The PN output then served as input to a second PN and IN pair, identical to the first. Behavioral performance depended on the output of the second PN. We modeled optogenetic suppression as a subtractive term applied to either the first PN ( Figure 4A, inset) or the second IN (Figure 5A, inset) . For full details of the model, see Supplemental Experimental Procedures section ''Circuit Model.'' Histology All fiber placements were verified postmortem. Brains were fixed in 4% paraformaldehyde and then sectioned at 50 mm. The presence of eGFP fluorescence and the appropriate location of optic fiber tracks were both confirmed.
We assessed the specificity of Arch expression using the colocalization of native GFP fluorescence and antibody-labeled inhibitory markers (PV, SOM) or, for the CaMKIIa cross, the colocalization of ArchT2 mRNA and CaMKIIa mRNA, visualized by in situ hybridization. All tissue processing and quantification procedures are described in Supplemental Experimental Procedures section ''Histological Procedures.''
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